Application of self-deconvolution method to shift-and-add solar imaging
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A shift-and-add (SAA) operation is conducted to reconstruct a high-spatial-resolution image from atmospherically degraded solar images. The self-deconvolving data reconstruction algorithm (SeDDaRA) is used to augment high-spatial-frequency components in solar speckle images and rectify background component resulted from the SAA operation. Self-deconvolved solar speckle images are shift-and-added and the resulted image shows high-spatial-resolution features.
1. Introduction

Terrestrial atmospheric turbulence hampers high-spatial-resolution imaging of the sun from the ground. Adaptive optics (AO) \cite{1,2} can mitigate the atmospheric turbulence in real time. On the other hand there are various a posteriori methods to reconstruct high-spatial-resolution image from atmospherically degraded solar images. Stellar speckle imaging methods have been applied to solar observations.\cite{3,4} Phase diversity imaging method has been shown useful for solar observations.\cite{5,7} Blind deconvolution technique has been also applied to solar speckle images.\cite{8,9} Among these methods a shift-and-add (SAA) method\cite{10,11} in speckle solar imaging can be regarded as the simplest one.

The key operation in SAA is to shift each data frame to center on the peak position of the instantaneous point-spread function (PSF). However, it is difficult to find the peak position of the PSF from an image of an extended object such as the sun. Therefore, some alternative method is required to find the peak of the PSF. Cross-correlation of instantaneous images with the reference image, which might be the best-shot image over the observed ones, is usually conducted to determine the shifting vector for the SAA operation. Baba et al.\cite{12} used one solar granulation or a part of that, namely a small part of the object, for the cross-correlation and produced an SAA solar image. The determination of the shifting vector, however, depends on the
selection of the reference solar granulation and, therefore, the quality of the SAA reconstruction may vary. It is desirable that the shifting vector for the SAA operation is determined free from the selection of a reference pattern.

The other problem in the SAA reconstruction is debiasing the background component, since an SAA image is formed by adding many data frames and the spread of the speckle pattern of the instantaneous PSF causes accumulation of the background component. In the former paper subtraction of the background component was conducted by using a centroid-tracking SAA image.\textsuperscript{13} However, two SAA images, namely correlation-peak tracking and centroid tracking, are necessary for image reconstruction in this method.

Recently Sudo and Baba\textsuperscript{14,15} have proposed an SAA imaging method by use of the self-deconvolving data reconstruction algorithm (SeDDaRA).\textsuperscript{16,17} In this method each data frame is self-deconvolved and the shifting vector for the SAA operation is determined by cross-correlating each data frame with a self-deconvolved reference frame. The SAA of self-deconvolved data frames leads to debiased reconstruction. In this paper we report an SAA reconstruction of solar images by use of SeDDaRA.

2. Method

The $i$-th speckle image $g_i(x, y)$ can be written as

$$g_i(x, y) = f(x, y) * h_i(x, y) + n_i(x, y), \quad (1)$$

where $f(x, y)$, $h_i(x, y)$, and $n_i(x, y)$ represent an object, an instantaneous PSF, and an additive noise term, respectively, and $*$ denotes two-dimensional convolution. It should be noted that Eq. (1) holds only in the isoplanatic region where the PSF can be regarded invariant. In case of solar
image processing it is necessary to partition the image into isoplanatic regions. The Fourier transform of Eq. (1) is

\[ G_i(u,v) = F(u,v)H_i(u,v) + N_i(u,v). \]  

(2)

The deconvolution can be done by using a pseudo Wiener filter \( D_i(u,v) \),

\[ D_i(u,v) = \frac{H_a^*(u,v)}{|H_a(u,v)|^2 + \epsilon_i}, \]  

(3)

where \( \epsilon_i \) is a constant. Following SeDDaRA \( H_{sd}(u,v) \) is estimated as

\[ H_{sd}(u,v) = K_{di} Sm \left\{ G_i(u,v) - N_i(u,v) \right\}^\alpha, \]  

(4)

where \( K_{di} \) is a positive constant to ensure \( |H_{sd}(u,v)| \leq 1 \), \( Sm \{ \} \) denotes a smoothing operation, and \( \alpha \) an estimating parameter \((0 \leq \alpha \leq 1)\). The parameter \( \alpha \) depends on the spatial frequency as noted in Ref. 16. However, we here set \( \alpha(u,v) \) to 0.5, because the estimation of \( \alpha(u,v) \) needs the prior knowledge of the object itself and setting of \( \alpha \approx 0.5 \) usually results in good reconstruction as noted in Ref. 16 and also from our computer simulations. A low-pass Hanning window function is used for smoothing operation in our calculations. The noise spectrum is set to zero for the derivation of \( H_{sd}(u,v) \) in Eq. (4), because the estimation of frequency-dependent noise term is difficult. We denote the self-deconvolved image as \( \tilde{g}_i(x,y) \). Self-deconvolution leads to enhance high-spatial frequency components in an image.

A reference image is needed to determine the shifting vector in the SAA operation. The best-shot image is preferable as the reference image. The image with the least mean-square-error should be the best one but the calculation of the mean-square-error needs the intensity
distribution of the object. Then, the best-shot image is selected by evaluating a root-mean-square-contrast (RMSC),

$$RMSC = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_x \sum_y g_i^2(x, y) - \left( \sum_x \sum_y g_i(x, y) \right)^2}{\sum_x \sum_y g_i(x, y)}} . \quad (5)$$

The image with the highest RMSC value over data frames is taken as the reference image $r(x,y)$. The reference image is also self-deconvolved by using Eq. (3) to enhance high-spatial-frequency components and denoted as $\tilde{r}(x,y)$.

As described in Ref. 14 cross-correlation between self-deconvolved images tends to give the peak location of PSF, the most important information in the SAA. Then, cross-correlation between a self-deconvolved data frame $\tilde{g}_i(x, y)$ and the self-deconvolved reference image $\tilde{r}(x, y)$ is taken and the peak location is found. From this peak location the shifting vector $(x_{si}, y_{si})$ in the SAA operation is determined. The debiased image is reconstructed by SAA of self-deconvolved data frames;

$$\tilde{g}(x,y) = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \tilde{g}_i(x-x_{si}, y-y_{si}) , \quad (6)$$

where $M$ is the number of data frames.

3. Observation

The observations were made with a 60cm domeless solar telescope at the Hida Observatory on 10 September, 2003. The focal length of the telescope is $f=32.2$m. A G-band filter ($\lambda=430.6$nm, FWHM=2.2nm) and 3/4 reducing optical setup were used for observations of solar granulations and sun spots. We used a Peltier cooled CCD camera with 10-bit digitization as a detector. The pixel size of the CCD camera is $9.9 \mu m \times 9.9 \mu m$ and the number of pixels is $656 \times 494$. 
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Figure 1 shows one observed frame around sunspots. The field size is $56.4'' \times 42.5''$ (0.086"/pixel). The diffraction-limited resolution of the telescope is $\approx 0.18''$ at $\lambda = 430$ nm. The exposure time was 36.3ms. The RMSC (Eq. (5)) ranges from 0.095 to 0.103 and the mean value over 100 data frames is 0.098.

4. Image Reconstruction

Solar image reconstruction cannot be done at a time, because the isoplanatic region is limited in solar observations. Here we set the isoplanatic angle to $\sim 9''$ that corresponds to 100 pixels in the data frame. The self-deconvolved SAA is conducted on each isoplanatic region. The SAA reconstructed images are synthesized to form a large field-of-view image. Overlapping regions are needed to smoothly combine adjacent images. We reconstructed $16 \times 9$ regions, each of which has overlapping regions with the adjacent ones, and formed an image with a field of view of $37.8'' \times 25.8''$. Figure 2(a) shows the best-shot image (evaluated by Eq. (5)) with the same field of view as that of the following reconstructions. Figure 2(b) shows a synthesized image of SAA reconstructed ones. In the SAA reconstruction we used 100 data frames and set $\epsilon_i$ in Eq. (3) to $10^{-3}$. The resulted image reveals high contrasted features of solar granulations and sunspots compared with Fig. 2(a). However, the quality of the reconstructed image is not so good.

In the SAA reconstruction the quality of the reference frame is very important, because the shifting vector is determined by cross-correlating each data frame with the reference frame. It is expected that use of a better reference frame will lead to better SAA reconstruction. Therefore, we used the SAA reconstructed image as shown in Fig. 2(b) as the reference frame instead of the best-shot image in Fig. 2(a). And then the SAA reconstructed image is used as the reference frame in the next reconstruction. We iterated this process five times in total and obtained the
reconstructed image as shown in Fig. 2(c). The reconstructed image, however, reveals hardly improvement as seen by comparing Figs. 2(c) with (b).

The reason why the reconstructed image is not good as expected from computer simulations in Ref. 14 can be attributed to bad seeing in observations. Christou examined the effectiveness of SAA reconstruction versus seeing.\textsuperscript{18} When seeing is bad, SAA does not result in good reconstruction. It is expected that a fairy good self-deconvolved SAA reconstruction will be obtained by using data frames under favorable seeing condition. Recently AO is being introduced to solar observations with telescopes of which aperture size is larger than 1m diameter, but perfect wave-front correction is very difficult especially in visible region. The SAA reconstruction based on self-deconvolution will be useful for partially AO-corrected solar images.

4. Conclusion

We showed that incorporation of the SeDDaRA technique into the SAA is useful for restoring atmospherically degraded solar image. The SAA can be realized by using a tip-tilt mirror,\textsuperscript{19} namely the simplest operation in adaptive optics. When the shifting vector will be rapidly determined through self-deconvolving procedure as described above, a real-time SAA will be feasible. It should be noted that a superresolution method\textsuperscript{20} is available for improving solar image further.

We thank S. Sakuma for his help during our observations.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 One of data frames (656×494 pixels). The field of view is 56.4° × 42.5°.

Fig. 2 (a) The best shot image over 100 data frames. The field of view is 37.8" × 25.8". (b) The SAA reconstructed image, a synthesized image from 16×9 subregions. (c) Iteratively reconstructed SAA image, where the SAA reconstructed image, instead of the best-shot image, is used as the reference frame in the next iterative step.
Fig. 1 One of data frames (656×494 pixels). The field of view is 56.4° × 42.5°.
Fig. 2 (a) The best shot image over 100 data frames. The field of view is 37.8" × 25.8".
Fig. 2  (b) The SAA reconstructed image, a synthesized image from 16×9 subregions.
Fig. 2 (c) Iteratively reconstructed SAA image, where an SAA reconstructed image, instead of the best-shot image, is used for the reference frame in the next iterative step.